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apple Apple APPLE aah Aah AAH 
baathist Baathist BAATHIST napa 
Napa NAPA beanpole Beanpole 
BEANPOLE babble Babble 
BABBLE nib Nib NIB cancer 
Cancer CANCER vaccine Vaccine 
VACCINE antiseptic Antiseptic 
ANTISEPTIC dog Dog DOG 
sodden Sodden SODDEN god 
God GOD empathy Empathy 
EMPATHY been Been BEEN smile 
Smile SMILE frog Frog FROG 
stuffed Stuffed STUFFED staff 
Staff STAFF great Great GREAT 
froggy Froggy FROGGY stag 
Stag STAG hill Hill HILL hitchhike 

Hitchhike HITCHHIKE fish Fish 
FISH insight Insight INSIGHT 
skiing skiing SKIING cacti Cacti 
CACTI job Job JOB avijja Avijja 
AVIJJA taj Taj TAJ knit Knit KNIT 
trekkers Trekkers TREKKERS 
book Book BOOK light Light 
LIGHT alligator Alligator 
ALLIGATOR mall Mall MALL 
mouse Mouse MOUSE mommy 
Mommy MOMMY allium Allium 
ALLIUM nymphs Nymphs 
NYMPHS sunny Sunny SUNNY 
amphibian Amphibian 
AMPHIBIAN owl Owl OWL spoon 
Spoon SPOON also Also ALSO 



practical Practical PRACTICAL 
flippancy Flippancy FLIPPANCY 
top Top TOP quake Quake 
QUAKE zaqqum Zaqqum 
ZAQQUM umiaq Umiaq UMIAQ 
rang Rang RANG hurricane 
Hurricane HURRICANE ear Ear 
EAR so So SO sassafrass 
Sassafrass SASSAFRASS atrocious 
Atrocious ATROCIOUS tsunami 
Tsunami TSUNAMI mottled 
Mottled MOTTLED tart Tart TART 
ulu Ulu ULU vacuum Vacuum 
VACUUM bayou Bayou BAYOU 
valley Valley VALLEY savvy Savvy 
SAVVY maglev Maglev MAGLEV 

white White WHITE glowworm 
Glowworm GLOWWORM sorrow 
Sorrow SORROW xenophobe 
Xenophobe XENOPHOBE zaxxon 
Zaxxon ZAXXON bordeaux 
Bordeaux BORDEAUX you You 
You lyyn Lyyn LYYN smiley Smiley 
SMILEY zowie Zowie ZOWIE 
puzzle Puzzle PUZZLE fuzz Fuzz 
FUZZ ESZETT
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Remaining apes are left with no choice but to stop
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